Professor R.A. Fisher:

Dear professor Fisher,

I have to apologize for not having answered before your secretary's letter of April 30. It slipped into the wrong pile and was left without being attended to. Your typescript is enclosed.

I wonder if this material has been published. If it has not and you think it would be interesting to present it in this form I should be very glad to have it appear in Econometrica. Possibly you could write a short introduction with this particular group of readers in view. The part of your typescript which I have found the most interesting was the last part (from the subheading "The probability integral of the distribution of z"). Possibly that part could be published separately. I was particularly interested in this because I see that it leads to the incomplete sum of the point binomial, on which I spent considerable time and effort some eight years ago, arriving amongst others at limits between which the integral must lie. I think I told you this when we had our conversation in London.

If you do not wish to publish in Econometrica anything along the lines of this typescript, possibly you have something else that may be suitable for our columns. I should be very pleased to have a paper from you appear in our journal.

With best regards
Sincerely yours

Ragnar Frisch